Parrots

It would be easy to set up Guy Debord and Marcel Broodthaers as opposing figures: Debord would play the role of the revolutionary who eventually turns away from art, and Broodthaers would be cast as the bourgeois artist focused on a conceptualist form of l'art pour l'art. This scenario would, however, obscure the more complex points of comparison between the two artists as well as their shared interest in examining the possibilities available to art, politics, and critique in the 1960s and 1970s. Debord continues to write and make films, despite his skepticism about art as a separate activity, while Broodthaers's works emerge from a profoundly political reflection—his Musée d'Art Moderne, Département des Aigles, for instance, draws on his experiences during the May 1968 occupation of the Brussels Palais des Beaux-Arts.¹

Broodthaers insists on the survival of art’s critical potential even as he carefully circumscribes art’s critical reach. This is his response to an interviewer who asks if he makes “engaged,” political art: “I did once. They were poems, which are concrete signs of engagement since they exist without compensation.... In the visual arts, my only possible engagement is with my adversaries [je n’ai pu m’engager que chez mes adversaires].”² There are two ways to understand the last sentence here: either as “I can only engage with (that is, contest) my adversaries” or as

---

¹ From Patrick Greaney, "Quotational Practices: Repeating the Future in Contemporary Art" (University of Minnesota Press, 2014)
“I can only be engaged (that is, be employed) by my adversaries.” Art must attempt to contest reification, and, at the same time, he claims, art is reification.3 Broodthaers highlights the difficulties involved in negating art’s reification, and he submits to a restrained yet biting critique his contemporaries’ attempts to undo or avoid reification.

In 1964, after almost twenty years as a poet active in the ambit of Belgian surrealism, Broodthaers has his first gallery exhibition and declares that he is an artist.4 He locates his “point of departure” as an artist in his encounter with George Segal’s sculptures and with pop art, which he interprets, in a 1965 interview, as a form of “opposition” against a consumerism that, in the United States, has “invaded absolutely all the areas of private life” and “completely destroyed the possibility of enjoying the pleasures of life.”5 Pop art is a “form of revolt” that “uses the forms of advertising to denounce them,” and it is this simple strategy, similar to détournement, that can be used to understand Broodthaers’s works. Eight years later, Broodthaers proposes the same basic structure for interpreting his “experimental exhibition” Der Adler vom Oligozän bis heute (The eagle from the Oligocene to today): “I wanted to neutralize the use value of the symbol of the Eagle and reduce it to a zero degree so as to introduce a critical dimension into the history and use of this symbol.”6 In the catalog for that exhibition, he writes that “the intention is to incite a critical attitude about how art is presented in public.”7 Broodthaers’s reading of pop art makes clear why he might be interested in appropriation and quotation: he can present images, words, and objects in such a way as to reduce their use value and provoke a critical relation to them. These are modest goals, especially when compared to Debord’s.

In the years that separate Broodthaers’s debut as an artist from his later statements about his exhibition, there is a slight shift. He speaks in the later texts much more about how art is presented than he does about consumer society. He hasn’t changed his view of what art can do, but he has become aware of impediments to art’s critical functions, impediments often set up by artists themselves, who, instead of offering critique, simply mimic the conditions that pop art aimed to oppose. Already in the early 1960s, he is skeptical of the Nouveaux Réalistes, who were and are often compared to pop artists, but whose movement, Broodthaers writes, “acquiesces to the forms of modern civilization. It’s almost a form of glorification. They are searching for a new aesthetic that would be adequate to the civilization they live in [à la mesure de la civilisation dans laquelle ils vivent], while Pop is first of all a form of opposition.”8 Broodthaers does not want to make art to measure for consumer society. But he also doesn’t want to give up the intimate, oppositional relation that pop art modeled for him. He copies what he opposes so as to insert difference into his copy, and what he often copies are the practices of other artists, who, he says more or less explicitly, acquiesce without critique. Broodthaers recognizes that he too acquiesces, to the methods and manners of the art market, but he also insists that he can remain critical when doing so.

This all remains abstract without discussion of specific works, but the point of these introductory remarks is to outline Broodthaer’s general view of art, which often results in works that don’t seem so clearly tied to critique. If Broodthaers’s intentions seem obscure, it’s in part because his opaque mimicry disturbs every perception of intention. Broodthaers is interested in mimicry’s transformative powers, but remains aware of the negative reaction to those powers and their potential impotence, which is why he often uses base materials, like eggshells and mussel shells, in his works, as if to highlight art’s weakness. “His materials in the mid-1960s do not start but end chains of signification,” Rachel Haidu writes. “It is as if Broodthaers were using the most impoverished, debased sign system he could find . . . to countenance the avant-garde ideal of an evacuation of languages, both plastic and written.”9

Among Broodthaers’s impoverished materials, the parrot occupies a special, unacknowledged position: alive, stuffed, painted, silhouetted, appropriated, the parrot often appears as a marker of the tension between the loquaciousness and silence of the artist and the artwork itself. Parrots do not speak, if “speaking” requires consistently discernible intention, but they can be taught to say many things, and they are beautiful, colorful animals, even if they are often surrounded, when caged, by their own waste—which appears in installation photos of Broodthaers’s living parrots—and thus recall the other kinds of waste (eggshells, mussel shells) in Broodthaers’s works. His 1974 installation-like “decor” titled Ne dites pas que je ne l’ai pas dit (Don’t say I didn’t say so) includes a live parrot, and the companion work Dites partout que je l’ai dit (Say everywhere that I said so), part of his 1974 retrospective exhibition Éloge du
sujet, includes a stuffed parrot under glass as well as an appropriated image of a parrot.\textsuperscript{10} To state the obvious and unpack the tautological: the parrot is the allegorical emblem, for Broodthaers, of repetition.\textsuperscript{11} He makes this very clear by including, in Dites partout que je l’ai dit, a recording of his voice reading his repetitive, stuttering poem, “My Rhetoric.” There is also a critical edge to his parrots: as Haidu notes, the parrot “underscores, pathologizes, and parodies the aspect of repetition intrinsic to the artistic retrospective.”\textsuperscript{12}

Broodthaers poaches his parrots from nineteenth-century ornithological volumes, just as he copies, in his best known artist’s books, works of literature by nineteenth-century authors, including Alexandre Dumas père, Baudelaire, Mallarmé, and Heinrich Heine.\textsuperscript{13} Appropriation and quotation offer Broodthaers a way to create engaged art: art that engages in debates about politics and aesthetics while also remaining distant from them; and art that foregrounds the fact that it has been produced by an artist who has been engaged by a collector, a museum, the market. By using quotation, Broodthaers can offer critiques without speaking in his own voice and without using language as a means of expression and communication.

These interpretive premises will guide the reading that follows, but they should be understood as necessary but not sufficient conditions for understanding Broodthaers’s works, which aim to provide the kind of aesthetic experience that would disappear from an interpretation that focuses only on the works’ critical aspects. His works are critical and opaque. This opacity reinforces the works’ critical edge—by refusing communication, by resisting instrumentalization, by reducing objects to a zero degree—but also resists an instrumentalization in the service of critique. This is why Broodthaers’s works sometimes seem like dead ends. His parrots embody his critique of the retrospective, among other things, but they are also uncomprehending and potentially incomprehensible mimes, especially when they’re stuffed.

This chapter will focus on one quotational work, Broodthaers’s 1973 artist’s book whose title, Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes is a line quoted from Baudelaire’s sonnet “La Beauté” (“Beauty”). The poem is like a parrot, caged and stuffed, but one that comes alive in Broodthaers’s book to intervene in contemporary debates about the status of the artwork and to show the continued potential of the kind of aesthetic experience offered by bourgeois art.

Memory

The cover of Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes announces it as a work by Baudelaire (Plate 4). The book is made up of nine page spreads:

1. The first spread contains, in the upper right hand corner of the recto, all the numbers and the sole letter of the “figures” that will appear in the book: 0, 1, 2, 12, A.
2. On the recto of the second page spread (Plate 5), Broodthaers quotes Baudelaire’s poem “Beauty” as it appears in Les fleurs du mal; Broodthaers’s only modification is the printing in red of the line “Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes.”
3–6. The body of the book consists of the line “Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes” spaced out, one word on each of its eight pages. Each page also contains eight instances of the abbreviation “Fig.” (Figure 2) arranged in three rows on the top half of the page, with each “Fig.” followed by a number.
7. The antepenultimate page spread contains a version of the sonnet that reverts, in one passage, to an earlier version of the sonnet that Baudelaire published in a journal. (By leaving out another variant in that publication, Broodthaers creates a poem that Baudelaire never wrote.)
8. The penultimate page spread (Figure 3) contains the colophon and a single-sentence postscript in which Broodthaers situates the book’s “origin” in a seminar that he attended on Baudelaire conducted by the sociologist Lucien Goldmann.
9. The final page spread is blank.

The back cover is blank except for the notation “(Fig A).”

Broodthaers quotes Baudelaire very differently than Debord. Broodthaers’s Baudelaire is not a source for fragments to be removed from their original context, delyrified and placed among a collection of clippings from mass circulation newspapers and magazines. Instead, Broodthaers isolates Baudelaire’s poem on the page, respecting its conventional presentation and even reproducing it in Garamond, the typeface used in the
Bibliothèque de la Pléiade, the prestigious leather-bound French series printed on high-quality paper and reserved for canonical works of literature, philosophy, and history. When compared to the use of language by contemporaries such as Joseph Kosuth and Debord, Broodthaers's work seems anachronistic, a throwback to the livres d'artiste of Picasso and Matisse.

The comparison with Debord and Jorn's Mémoires is telling in other ways. Mémoires was, according to Debord, never intended to be sold and certainly does not contain any information about the edition size, whereas Broodthaer's book was sold in a limited edition and lists, in its colophon, all the details a collector would want to know about the édition originale (numbered I to X and signed) and the première édition (three hundred copies, unnumbered and unsigned). This is far from Debord's putative potlatch. But there is at least one obvious similarity between the two works: Broodthaer's and Debord quote Baudelairean lines about beauty. Debord wants to speak "the beautiful language of his century," and Broodthaers quotes a poem titled "Beauty." For Debord, a beautiful language may be made possible by the détournement of commodified language. For Broodthaers, beauty and commodification are intimately tied, in a way that a close reading of his work will reveal.

---

**Figure 2.** Page spread from Marcel Broodthaers, *Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes* (1973). 32 x 48 cm. Copyright The Estate of Marcel Broodthaers / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / SABAM, Brussels.
Timeless and Austere: Baudelaire’s Beauty

Broodthaers’s poetry often echoes Baudelaire’s, and his works related to Baudelaire include two films from 1970 and the artist’s book *Pauvre Belgique*, a take on Baudelaire’s book project with the same title. His choice of the sonnet “Beauty” must have been carefully considered, and a reading of the poem is essential for an interpretation of the artist’s book that quotes it. This is the poem as it appears in *Les fleurs du mal* and in Richard Howard’s translation:

La Beauté

Je suis belle, ô mortels! comme un rêve de pierre,
Et mon sein, où chacun s’est meurtri tour à tour,
Est fait pour inspirer au poète un amour
Eternel et muet ainsi que la matière.

Je trône dans l’azur comme un sphinx incompris;
J’unis un coeur de neige à la blancheur des cygnes;
Je fais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes,
Et jamais je ne pleure et jamais je ne ris.

Les poètes, devant mes grandes attitudes,
Que j’ai l’air d’emprunter aux plus fiers monuments,
Consomment leurs jours en d’austères études;

Car j’ai, pour fasciner ces dociles amants,
De purs miroirs qui font toutes choses plus belles:
Mes yeux, mes larges yeux aux clartés éternelles!

Beauty

Conceive me as a dream of stone:
your breast, where mortals come to grief,
is made to prompt all poets’ love,
mute and noble as matter itself.

With snow for flesh, with ice for heart,
I sit on high, an unguessed sphinx
begruudging acts that alter forms;
I never laugh—I never weep.

In studious awe the poets brood
before my monumental pose
aped from the proudest pedestal,

and to bind these docile lovers fast
I freeze the world in a perfect mirror:
The timeless light of my wide eyes.

The incipit’s laconic declaration—“Je suis belle”—is disorienting because its speaker is not identified. This repeats the confusion sown by the cover of Broodthaers’s book: the reader knows that this is a book by Broodthaers, and yet the book is attributed to Baudelaire. The book thus focuses, from the start, on the question “Who is speaking?” The reader soon determines that the poem is spoken in the voice of Beauty, who goes on to describe herself as distant, cold, and immortal. She is an unattainable beauty who “inspires ... an eternal and mute love” in the poets who adore her, a love that compels them to spend their days composing “austères études” dedicated to her.

The poem seems unified by a polarizing vertical axis: immobile Beauty above, admiring and docile poets below. It would be possible to interpret Baudelaire’s poem this way, as the declaration of “le beau idéal” of antiquity ... as expounded by contemporaries of Baudelaire.” And yet something seems off in this reading. The notion of a purely spiritual, eternal beauty contradicts many texts in which Baudelaire argues for a more complex conception of beauty as simultaneously eternal and fleeting, as ideal and earthy. But that is not enough to call into question her words: just because Baudelaire criticizes something in one text doesn’t mean he can’t praise it in another. There are, however, several indications, within “Beauty,” that the poem should not be taken at its word, beginning with its two unusual similes in the first quatrain: she is as beautiful “as a dream of stone,” and the poets’ love for her is as “muse and noble as matter itself.” The second simile is especially bizarre. Why is their love “like matter”?

There is a cumulative effect of the first quatrain’s two similes: a heaviness that makes it difficult to take seriously the second quatrain’s ethereal opening, “I sit on high.” The continuation of the line—“I sit on high, an unguessed sphinx”—further undercut her midair suspension. “A sphinx in the sky is a bizarre twist of the classical myth,” Andrea
Moorhead writes, especially since the poem’s later comparison of Beauty with monuments suggests that this sphinx is made of stone, too heavy to float weightlessly in the sky. This allows for Beauty’s pronouncement to be rewritten: “I sit on high just as the sphinx falls to the ground.” Read in this way, Beauty insists on her ethereality even as she plummets from the sky.

Beauty asserts, in the second quatrain, that she “hates the movement that displaces lines,” and the reason for this has become clear: a displacing rhetorical movement undermines her claim to reign from on high. Once this movement has been revealed, the poem can no longer be divided into two vertically linked horizontal planes, one inhabited by Beauty and one by her enthralled acolytes. This reading dethrones Beauty in a way that corresponds to the acceptance of “déplacer” (to displace) as “to dismiss from one’s position or occupation.” Beauty has been fired.

Baudelaire’s poem presents Beauty’s claim to a place in heaven while also making her fall from the sky. It is an understatement to say that this is an ironic poem. Francis S. Heck identifies as a specific target of scorn the “cult of pagan beauty” and the “impassivity” of Leconte de Lisle and the poets of the Parnasse. Heck lists a few phrases from Parnassian vocabulary mocked in the poem and singles out the line “Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes” as “captur[ing] the essential position of Leconte de Lisle.” Drawing on Heck’s analysis, Anne Jamison focuses on the aestheticizing power of Beauty’s mirror eyes as the object of Baudelaire’s irony. For Jamison, the Parnassians’ “fascination with beauty is exposed as narcissism disguised, hypnotic because its mirror reflects back their own image beautified.” The poets’ “studies” would thus be nothing but self-portraits; their austerity is due not to beauty’s distance but to the poets’ reduction of poetry to a hall of mirrors reflecting only themselves.

This narcissism appears in striking ways: not just in the repeated “je” of Beauty’s speech but also in an unspoken, purely visual aspect of the poem, the acrostic in the first two quatrains, in which every line begins with a j or an e, enough to make four instances of “je,” even if the word is only spelled out as “je” in the vertical reading of the first two lines. This acrostic is just another way in which the poem reflects the narcissist poets; the poem’s “je . . . je . . . je” is attributed to Beauty but really spoken only by the poets. The recognition of the vertical “je” requires a kind of reading that once again displaces “les lignes,” or at least the horizontal line of reading, and reinforces the deflecting, plummeting movement implicit in the poem’s rhetoric.

But “La Beauté” should not be read simply as a dismissal of the ideal nature of beauty. She has been dethroned only because of her pretensions to an ideality without matter. In fact, this poem might just serve to exorcise one notion of beauty in favor of another kind of beauty that is present in later poems in _Les fleurs du mal_ but only negatively, ironically, in “La Beauté.”

**Irony**

It is worth pausing for a moment to examine the concept of irony not only because of its central role in Baudelaire’s poem but also because Broodthaers’s critics often note his irony without specifying how it functions in his works. In _The Concept of Irony_, Kierkegaard presents irony as “a demand, an enormous demand, because it rejects reality and demands idealism.” Just as Baudelaire’s poem rejects Parnassian beauty without offering an alternative, Kierkegaard’s ironists lack an existing ideal ready to take the place of what they ironize. Instead, they offer only beginnings. Irony’s “actuality is only possibility,” Kierkegaard writes, which is why he quotes Hamann’s formulation of irony as “spiritual pedantry,” a love of inchoate possibilities over mature actualities.

For Kierkegaard, Socrates’s irony has “a world—historical validity” because it dismantles the Greek gods and way of life and prepares for the emergence of individuality. Socrates is not able to bring about this new beginning; he is just a “dash in world history . . . the nothing from which the beginning must nevertheless begin.” But Socrates, in Kierkegaard’s account, does not completely abandon actuality. The Greek philosopher strives to intervene, to make actuality into history. He does this by questioning how things are, not by asserting a new actuality. Kierkegaard imagines an objection to this Socratic irony:

> We might ask how, then, does he destroy the old, and the answer to that must be: he destroys the given actuality by the given actuality itself; but it should be remembered nevertheless that the new principle is present within him kata dunamin [potentially], as
possibility. But by destroying actuality by means of actuality itself, he enlists in the service of world irony.  

Socrates performs a form of montage avant la lettre, using the materials of Greek culture against itself, rearranging it so that it no longer supports its own principles but, instead, comes to indicate something else. Since the ironist makes actuality refer to a new principle that is merely possible, a fundamental relation has been transformed: for the ironist, Kierkegaard writes, "the phenomenon is not the essence but the opposite of the essence." In irony, what you mean may not be what you say, and what you say may not be what you mean. In irony, Sylviane Agacinski writes, "inadequation... is the only rule."  

For Kierkegaard this inadequation is historical, because it allows for Socrates to participate in the transformation of the present. Irony is historical because it names, among other things, the fragility of what is and what is said, and because it points to the possibility of something else, something possibly unintended and unstated that would undermine whatever has been said. Paul de Man pursues Kierkegaard's insight into the ironic caesura between essence and phenomenon and shows how irony reveals language to be "a mere semiotic entity, open to the radical arbitrariness of any sign system and as such capable of circulation, but... as such... profoundly unreliable." He draws here on Schlegel, who writes that language, thus stripped of its pretensions to embody ideas, approaches "error, madness, and simpleminded stupidity."  

The ironic reading of Baudelaire's poem gives a glimpse of something like madness: a leaden Beauty as plummeting Fury, stuttering out ("je... je... je...") her insistence on her immateriality. When language can no longer be relied on to refer to an essence, it is potentially reduced to dumb matter and mad babbling, even as its absence of intention—or at least its disturbance of intentionality—opens up language to a future ungoverned by the intentions of the present. De Man's interest in irony arises not because of some putatively transgressive meaninglessness but, perhaps, because of its "curious" link to history and its distance from every intention, every vouloir-dire.  

Irony tears Baudelaire's beauty in two directions: beyond this beauty toward another beauty, before this beauty into matter. Beauty recognizes this possibility of her sublation, and this is why she hates movement, especially the ironic movement that makes explicit the disjointed relation of essence and phenomenon. She likes stasis: she wants to be a pure thing, if this thing is identified simply and eternally with beauty itself. There are two complementary ways to read the poem's resolution of this desire. Its irony can be read as undoing her reification by revealing the movement in the poem, or it can be read as intensifying her reification to an extreme conclusion in which she becomes only a thing that falls, a petrified sphinx, to the ground. In either case, irony is linked to displacement and transformation.  

Reification and Fiction  

In his postscript to Je hais..., Broodthaers situates the book in the context of his seminar with Lucien Goldmann: "This book's origin can be found in Lucien Goldmann's seminar on Baudelaire, held in Brussels in the winter of 1969-1970." The seminar focused on Baudelaire's prose poems but also extended into a more general discussion of Baudelaire and his critique of reified beauty. This is a passage from Goldmann's notes for the seminar:  

What's important for Baudelaire... is that art is a solution only if it maintains its contradictions. Art presupposes revolt. What interests me is the way in which beauty becomes one of two things for Baudelaire: either it negates life—as the immobile, the metallic, "le jet de l'eau et de pierriere"—or it is evil, the taking up of a position in the interior of contradictions. Beauty as it's been conceived since Diderot—as that which suppresses contradiction—... constitutes precisely that clear divinity that Baudelaire revolts against.  

For Goldmann, Baudelaire's poetry depicts a struggle against "aesthetic ideology as the resolution of contradictions." "Beauty" may be one of the Baudelairean texts in which this revolt, this mal, is at once most explicit because it is a critique of la beauté, beauty itself; and most obscure, present only to an ironic reading.  

According to Broodthaers's widow, there are no surviving notes or documents that could testify to the degree or nature of Broodthaers's participation in Goldmann's seminar, but a number of Broodthaers's remarks in interviews and other texts are not far from Goldmann's summary.
of his Baudelaire seminar.47 For example, in a 1974 interview Broodthaers identifies “the essential structure of art” as “a process of reification,” and elsewhere he insists that artistic value is “based on a ‘different’ language”—different, that is, from the system of distribution (galleries, museums) that commodifies it.48 In a 1975 interview, Broodthaers repeats, warily, this diagnosis:

What is Art? Ever since the nineteenth century the question has been posed incessantly to the artist, to the museum director, to the art lover alike. I doubt, in fact, that it is possible to give a serious definition of Art, unless we examine the question in terms of a constant, I mean the transformation of art into merchandise. This process is accelerated nowadays to the point where artistic and commercial values have become superimposed. If we are concerned with the phenomenon of reification, then Art is a particular representation of the phenomenon—a form of tautology.49

It is important to note all the marks of hesitation here: the hedging “I doubt that . . . ,” the use of the conditional, the definition ex negativo (“it’s not legitimate to define art seriously other than as . . .”), and the circumlocution. Broodthaers seems to shy away from uttering the word “reification” here perhaps because, as he says in the same text, he is loath to assume the role of critic and to perform the political function implied in the adoption of such a vocabulary. He also questions the value of the very “commentary” that artists’ texts often offer: “it seems doubtful to us that such commentaries can be described as political.”50 Broodthaers hesitates again here before the assertion of critical truth: it only “seems” to him that it is “doubtful.”

In another text, Broodthaers offers what could be read as an explanation for his circumspection: “the way I see it, there can be no direct connection between art and message, especially if the message is political, without running the risk of being burned.”51 Broodthaers insists on the impossibility of occupying a critical position exterior to the market as a political artist or even as commentator on his own art. There seem to be few, if any, options for the artist who desires to be critical. Broodthaers asserts, first, that art is reification, the very thing that it should and would criticize; second, that commentary cannot come to the art object’s rescue because its explanation of the object contributes to that object’s value and thus is commercial in nature, an advertisement for art; and, finally, that an artist’s theoretical attempts are just as deluded as commentary.52 “The ‘political’ statements made by certain artists do not prevent their prices from rising,” Broodthaers writes.53 In short: artworks reify; commentary cannot be political; and theory is mere advertising.

In Broodthaers’s last interview, he describes the degradation of artists’ critical positions to commercial stances, and he offers this summary account of the relation of art and the market in the 1970s: “In the case of the avant-garde, he [the artist] participates more closely than before in the business structure and marketing of art.”54 Broodthaers’s interviewer responds by offering Broodthaers one more chance to imagine a critical position for the artist: “Couldn’t one imagine the equivalency artist/worker?” This is Broodthaers’s reply:

The artist as worker is simply a producer, but in any case, even if he’s broke, the artist knows very well what he’s aiming for, and when he becomes a well-known producer, he’s a worker of great luxury. An artist lives much better than any worker in any country, doesn’t he?55

After abandoning all the possible, exterior critical positions that many artists of the 1960s and 1970s attempted to occupy (artist as social critic, artist as political figure, artist as art theorist, and artist as worker), Broodthaers relegates the artist to the position of the well-heeled producer of luxury goods.

The notion of the artist as critic or theorist relies on a model of communication and transparency that, for Broodthaers, ignores the intimate relation of art to the reifying context of the art market and also ignores the nature of the art public, which is not politically engaged but commercially interested. Broodthaers insists on the primacy of the market: “The goal of art is commercial. My goal is just as much commercial. The goal (the end) of critique is also commercial.”56 But he also insists on his “intention of inciting a critical attitude towards how art is presented in public,” and he attempts “to introduce something that includes the negation of this situation”:

The politics that I would like to defend—in art—is weak, individual, and subject to the pressure and influence of a specialized public in
which a prominent position is occupied by middlemen and collectors.
Nowadays art lovers are rare and are sorely missed. . . . Nevertheless,
despite its weakness, a political attitude remains necessary today.57

The “weakness” of his politics is the result of the necessity of bearing
this tension between commerce and its negation. “It remains to be seen
if art exists anywhere else than on the level of negation,” Broodthaers
writes.58

Instead of offering political utterances and critical insights about
art and society, Broodthaers says in an interview that he aims to refuse
“to deliver a clear message—as if this role were not incumbent upon
the artist, and by extension upon all producers with an economic
interest.”59 His refusal of clarity appears explicitly at the very moment of
his emergence as an artist, in the form of a declaration of his insincerity
in this oft-quoted invitation to his first gallery show in 1964:

Me too, I asked myself if I could not sell something and succeed in
life. It’s been awhile that I’ve been good for nothing. I’m forty years
old... Finally the idea of inventing something insincere came to
me and I got to work immediately. After three months I showed
my work to Ph. Edouard Toussaint, the owner of the Galerie Saint
Laurent. But it’s Art! he said, and I’ll happily show all this. If I sell
something, he’ll take 30%. These are, it seems, normal conditions,
some galleries take 75%.60

His “something insincere” becomes art with a capital A through the
gallerist’s christening intervention, which is followed directly by a dis-
cussion of contractual terms, which Broodthaers dutifully notes. This is
not (or not only) an artist’s commentary or a theoretical text because it
is integrated into the invitation as a work of art. Broodthaers dramatizes
his entry into art in an inaugural, institutional speech act that thema-
tizes the accompanying financial arrangements. He claims insincerity
as a position, but even this claim could be insincere.

The invitation is a work of what Broodthaers would call “fiction,”
a technical term that he equates with “political parody.”61 He uses it to
describe his Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles (“un musée
fictif”), and it appears in a revealing way in his discussion of his film
Une seconde d’éternité, d’après une idée de Charles Baudelaire (A second of
eternity, after an idea of Charles Baudelaire), which shows Broodthaers’s
hand signing his initials in a film:

It’s a very short film, one second long; the title’s even A Second of
Eternity. I’d like to bear witness, in an artistic way, to a certain
artistic reality. What’s important is not that it’s my signature or
anyone else’s; it’s just the fact of the signature itself. I believe that
artistic creation depends on a narcissistic drive. A Second of Eternity
is inspired, more or less, by Charles Baudelaire. I enjoyed making
this film; the graphic mark that only lasts for one second constitutes,
simultaneously, a fiction.62

The film fictionalizes his signature, dramatizing its power by thematiz-
ing it and exposing it to critique.63 He describes the act of signing, in the
continuation of his comments on Une seconde d’éternité, as apotropaic:
“The signature of the author—painter, poet, director . . .—seems to me to
be the beginning of a system of lies, the system that every poet, every
artist attempts to establish to defend himself . . . against what, I’m not
sure.”64 This is the third polemological metaphor quoted so far in
Broodthaers: he wants to engage in a “polemic” against his “adversaries”
and makes this film about the artist’s “attempt to defend himself.” Brood-
thaers often presents art as a military exercise: “the plastic arts,” he writes,
are the place for applying a “style that is more military than erudite.”65

One only has to read the rest of Broodthaers’s interview about Une
seconde d’éternité to know exactly how he conceives of his opponent. His
interlocutor asks about his “attitude” toward the Cologne art fair, where
he was showing his work at the time:

Oh, but I feel much more comfortable in the Cologne fair than in
my own museum because at an art fair we are right in the middle
of its system, which is a base commercialism.

And why do you feel more comfortable?

Because it’s the everyday life of everyone, the existence of
practically all artists, museum directors, and gallery owners. Base
commercialism—I don’t mean to say that all these people are odious
or vile but that art is sold here as a contemptible commodity.66

Broodthaers goes on to explain how he counters this, how he defends
himself and his objects:
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I try, especially in these works that are being exhibited here at the Cologne Fair, to introduce something that includes the negation of this situation, a situation that I’m very aware of. Here there are two or three objects that could be taken for contemptible commodities, but I hope that, by their structure or by the words that surround them, they contain a warning that indicates: “I am here, but it’s not my fault.” I hope it’s not me who says that, I hope it’s the object itself that indicates that. 67

His artworks are at once “contemptible” and “innocent,” objects in an art fair and attempts to negate that fair. Their double nature also offers a way to understand his filmed signature: it depicts the carrying out of the gesture of the signature, which is meant to guarantee the authenticity and value of a work of art by imprinting an indexical mark of the artist’s presence; but it also presents the act of signing as a repeatable, filmed, fictional act that can be separated from the presence of the author. Broodthaers’s signature may also be speaking—as he imagines his objects to speak—of its innocence of all that, of its desire to be just a signature, a pleasurable gesture (“I enjoyed making this film”) free of all that it inevitably means. But this pleasure does not rely on an exterior position. Instead of pretending to remain outside the contradictions of the art market, Broodthaers assumes the “position in the interior of contradictions” that Goldmann outlines in his seminar. 68

Fiction, this doubling of every act into guilty (given over to the market) and innocent (or at least attempting to declare its innocence, its intention to negate the market), endangers the sincere understanding between artist and public, that public which Broodthaers also robs of its neutrality by identifying its members simply as collectors: “In our bourgeois society—need one remind you?—art is specifically bourgeois, and the ties that necessarily exist between gallery, museum, and collector have a bearing on the structure of any work of art.” 69 Explicit, avowed fictionality troubles the relation of essence and phenomenon just as irony does. The object’s declaration of innocence—which can only exist as duplicity—undermines and ironizes the transaction it enters into and the meaning given to the object by that transaction. Fiction blinds the object, disturbs its relation to essence and value and makes it into something more or something less than a value vessel by robbing it, for at least a moment, of its function as commodity. 70

Invisible Beauty

Broodthaers’s texts reveal a set of adversaries: reification, but also artists who believed that they could resist reification by making art that was only commentary or theory. This is implicit in his attempts to circumscribe the critical reach of his own activities and in his hesitation about uttering gnomic statements about art. It is not difficult to discern the specific objects of his irony. His open letter to Joseph Beuys, later included in the book Magie, was directed against Beuys’s shamanic, voluntaristic, political activities, and his catalog for the exhibition Der Adler vom Ölgezän bis heute reveals his desire to criticize a certain reception of Duchamp in conceptual art:

Since Duchamp the artist has been the author of a definition. Duchamp’s move, at the beginning, aimed to undermine the power of juries and academies; now this move has been reduced to its own shadow and today it dominates a large part of contemporary art, with the support of collectors and the market. This exhibition sheds light on these two aspects. The survival of Duchamp’s undertaking is demonstrated by the fact that, today, artists apply the definition of art to the definition itself—to the language of the definition—and thus create an entire infra-literature. 71

His exhibition is both a critique of the watered-down strategy of definitions-as-art, as employed by conceptual artists, and an investigation of the “survival” of Duchamp’s legacy. Given the diversity of artists grouped under the rubric of conceptual art, it is necessary to be precise about exactly which conceptual art Broodthaers reacted against. In this context, Thierry de Duve’s definition of what he calls a “narrow view of conceptual art” is helpful: “this is art theory disguised as art, or art disguised as art theory. That is when the self-reflexive move of modernism has come to the point where art wants to be its own theory and sustain itself on that theory.” 72 Broodthaers’s remarks about art as commentary and art as theory indicate that such “theory disguised as art” should be understood as the target of what Broodthaers calls his “political parody.” 73 Among the best examples of this kind of conceptual art are Joseph Kosuth’s photostats of dictionary entries, and Kosuth’s unpublished remark in a letter to Lucy
Lippard makes the tie to *Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les ligne* explicit, even though Broodthaers could not have known about it: “I have always stated that my ideas were not meant to be considered esthetic objects in themselves but rather to refer to an invisible ‘beauty’ or esthetic which is the idea. The beauty is intended to exist in the idea not in the photo-stat.”74 This is very close to the Parnassian beauty that Baudelaire ironizes: a purely spiritual beauty.

Another example of language-as-art, chosen from Broodthaers’s immediate milieu, can be found in Ian Wilson’s decades-long *Discussions* project. One such discussion took place in Brussels at the MTL Gallery in 1972, in the presence of Broodthaers’s wife and in the same gallery where Broodthaers also showed in 1972 and 1973.75 The work’s documentation consists of two sheets of A4 paper. One of them reads, “On the 23rd of January 1972 there was a discussion between Herman Daled and Ian Wilson. What was said remains in the collection of Herman Daled.”76 Those typewritten words are followed by Wilson’s signature and the typewritten date. A second piece of paper documents the same event on a sheet of stamped letterhead from the gallery MTL that includes the price of the work.

For Wilson, the *Discussions* represent an attempt to reach the extreme of conceptual art and to create what, in his 1984 text “Conceptual Art,” he calls a “vacuum” from which “true consciousness emerges.”77 The achievement of this extreme, Wilson writes, requires going beyond Sol LeWitt (whose “statements about conceptual art” are “general enough to include physical execution of ideas”) and Kosuth (who is “still concerned with the visual presentation of ideas”) toward a total abandonment of the object and of visuality: “True conceptual art moves beyond visual and physical execution of ideas, no matter how abstract, beyond figurative and inanimate ideas: true conceptual art is found within the formless abstractions of language.”78 Even this reduction to language requires a further limitation on the size of the typeface so as to preclude any visual impression: “Conceptual art presented in a typeface larger than 12 points causes a reference to a place other than the consciousness of the reader.”79

Wilson’s works, considered solely in the form of their documentation, seem to fulfill all the criteria for conceptual art as discussed by Buchloh in his essay “Conceptual Art 1962–1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique of Institutions”: they efface all transcendence, skill, and the last remnants of an aesthetic experience.80 Wilson’s critique of the objecthood of the work of art takes place as an accentuation of the bureaucratic and commercial aspects of art (the certificate of authenticity, the contract, the signature, and the presence of the collector) and thereby corresponds to what Buchloh calls “the aesthetic of administration,” in which “the definition of the aesthetic becomes on the one hand a matter of linguistic convention and on the other of both a legal contract and an institutional discourse (a discourse of power rather than taste).”81 In Buchloh’s account, conceptual art’s successes are Pyrrhic: its attempts to demystify art wind up abandoning the aesthetic and critical functions specific to art. Conceptual artists, for Buchloh, achieve a “final reification of language under the pretense of liberating the art discourse from its object status.”82 Buchloh writes that conceptual art “succeeded in purging itself entirely of imaginary and bodily experience, of physical substance and the space of memory, to the same extent that it effaced all residues of representation and style, of individuality and skill.”83 This was “perhaps the last of the erosions (and perhaps the most effective and devastating one) to which the traditionally separate sphere of artistic production had been subjected.”

It is the “eroded” character of Wilson’s *Discussions* that continues to elicit interest. Daniel Buren praises Wilson’s “monastic rigor” and ascetic renunciation of every kind of documentation of his work, except for his certificates.84 Key to Buren’s claims is his understanding of Wilson’s relation to the market:

[H]ow could anyone seriously purchase . . . something that doesn’t illustrate the action in question and that doesn’t say anything other than that he wasn’t invited to the conversation about which he will never know anything. Ian Wilson makes improbable, if not impossible, any kind of financial speculation on his work.85

Buren subscribes, in this text from 2004, to an ideal that Lucy Lippard recognizes as compromised in a 1973 text:

It seemed in 1969 . . . that no one, not even a public greedy for novelty, would actually pay money or much of it, for a xerox sheet referring to an event past or never directly perceived, a group of photographs documenting an ephemeral situation or condition,
a project for work never to be completed, words spoken but not recorded; it seemed that these artists would therefore be forcibly freed from the tyranny of a commodity status and market orientation. Three years later, the major conceptualists are selling work for substantial sums. Lippard and Buren see the resistance to commodification as key elements of the heroic self-understanding of conceptual artists, but as Lippard recognizes, spiritualization doesn’t stand in the way of acquisition. On the contrary, as Alexander Alberro’s study of conceptual art (and the “Siegelaub system”) shows, it actually facilitates the marketing and distribution of art. Alberro’s book serves as a valuable corrective in its undoing of the conflation of the commodity and the object; in the new service and information economy that emerges in the 1960s and 1970s, the idea is the commodity par excellence. “The emergence of conceptual art is closely related to this new moment of advanced capitalism,” Alberro writes.

For Alberro, the belief that conceptual artists sought to preclude the commodification of their art is “mythical”: “there was never a moment when they did not seek to market the art.” But myths have their own efficacy and this particular myth lives on in the twenty-first century, as Buren’s text shows. How could one “seriously” buy one of Wilson’s certificates, he asks. Implicitly, Broodthaers asks the same question in all his works. Buchloh assigns this seriousness a central place in his interpretation of Broodthaers’s ironization of conceptual art:

It was left to Marcel Broodthaers to construct objects in which the radical achievements of Conceptual Art would be turned into immediate travesty and in which the seriousness with which Conceptual Artists had adopted the rigorous mimetic subjection of aesthetic experience to the principles of what Adorno had called the “totally administered world” were transformed into absolute farce.

Broodthaers’s works ask: What if these claims were not taken seriously—or at least relativized and not taken as determining texts for interpretation? What if the works of conceptual artists were freed from their makers’ heroic statements—like this conclusion to an article by Wilson:

Passing beyond metaphor, beyond criticism, beyond art, beyond space and time, we come upon the formless abstractions of language. Infinite and formless, what is presented is neither known nor unknown. This is the center. This is the heart of conceptual art.

Broodthaers’s response to an interviewer’s question—about surrealism’s desire to overcome the differences between “life and death, the real and the imaginary”—comes to mind here as a possible response to Wilson’s claims: “I hope I have nothing in common with that state of mind.”

Buren, despite his insistence on the nonmarketability of Wilson’s works, doesn’t take all of Wilson’s ideas about his discussions seriously and writes that “there is, after all, an object in the oeuvre of Ian Wilson, a true physicality that, through the flesh-and-bones presence of individuals, Ian Wilson, and his interlocutors...manifests itself in the form of an exchange of phrases and words.” Buren also insists on the presence of humor beneath the “extremely austere appearance” of Wilson’s works. This is already a liberation of Wilson’s works from conceptualist rhetoric.

Broodthaers goes even further in his works, whose adversarial relation to the works of his contemporaries could be understood not as rejecting those works but as insisting on the necessity of new, not-serious ways of reading them. If Broodthaers’s works are ironic, inscrutable if tied only to the utterances of their creator, then other works of conceptual art may be too. What if Kosuth’s works were freed from their creator’s manifestos? What if Wilson’s works weren’t treated as monastically pure events and his certificates recognized as the art that they de facto already are? An example of such an analysis is Alberro’s interpretation of Kosuth’s works, which points out their intimacy with Warhol despite Kosuth’s desire to conceal his works’ pop aspects. Kosuth and Wilson would thus no longer be able to serve as straw men in a confrontation with Broodthaers, whose works would serve as a mirror to show what conceptual art could be, if read apart from the intentions of its creators.

Broodthaers’s irony is infectious. Like all good travesties, his \textit{je hais le movement qui déplace les lignes} draws on an intimate knowledge of its targets. He could even be said to offer a rich, dialectical interpretation of conceptual art’s strategies. In \textit{je hais}... Broodthaers engages with some of conceptual art’s theoretical claims about art’s status as well as with its serial practices, but he also reacts to the often unacknowledged
or unexamined material aspects of conceptual art, especially the forms of writing used by many conceptual artists.

Handwriting, Typewriting, Information

Like Ian Wilson’s certificates, many conceptual artists’ works consist of handwriting and typewriting, from Carl Andre’s handwritten and typewritten poems and Robert Smithson’s handwritten Heaps of Language and deaesthetized magazine articles to Lawrence Weiner’s Escalated from Time to Time, Stanley Brown’s typewritten 1 Step to 100000 Steps, and On Kawara’s rubber-stamped I Got Up series. While his contemporaries engaged in experiments in the reduction of language to letters, numbers, shifters, and sparse instructions, Broodthaers quotes the complex, stylized, conventional language of a Baudelairean sonnet. This is not the kind of quotation favored by Broodthaers’s contemporaries; one only has to compare Je hais . . . to the roughly contemporaneous work of Carl Andre and Hans Haacke to see this. By turning away from professionally set typefaces and making a handwritten or typewritten document into a work, these other artists participate in many of the deskilling or deaesthetizing operations associated with conceptual art. By simply copying or registering time, many of them also participate in conceptual art’s attempt to withdraw from expression and subjectivity and to “empty [the work] of literature,” as Douglas Huebler puts it. For Huebler, language, freed from myth and literariness, becomes nothing more than an instrument for delivering information: “The language that I use in the work is meant to very carefully structure itself and build towards a kind of conclusion that allows a reconstitution of the information by the viewer.”

The language and typography of Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes should be viewed against this background. The book uses three typefaces: English cursive, Garamond, and Helvetica. Garamond is associated with the printing of canonical literary texts and in particular with the Bibliothèque de la Pléiade; English cursive with calligraphic, ornamental formality; and Helvetica with modernism. The first two are far from the typewritten or handwritten works by the artists listed above, but they reveal something, negatively, about conceptual art: the ornamental, formal aspect of Broodthaer’s English typeface highlights how conceptual art’s handwritten and typewritten works can be read as indexical markings of the writing subject. Writing about Carl Andre, Liz Kotz describes the “tactile quality of letters typed on a manual typewriter, with their inevitable variations in ink density, sharpness, and force of impression,” which makes typewritten documents into the art objects whose creation these very variations and tactility were often meant to preclude. “The inevitable slight variations—the differences within repetition—give the massed blocks” of Andre’s works “a vulnerability and poignancy,” Kotz writes. In Je hais . . ., the artist’s hand and typewriter are replaced with a calligraphic typeface without any pretense to authenticity or immediacy. Language in Je hais . . . is literary, and these typefaces are far from indexical or reduced. Broodthaers’s typography can be read as a critique of conceptual artists’ claims to indexicality and linguistic reduction. In the 1960s and 1970s, typewriting and handwriting are as calligraphic and conventional as Broodthaers’s ornate scripts.

Figures

Broodthaers’s critique of conceptual art can also be seen in his use of the abbreviation “Fig.” in Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes. The arrangement of the “Fig.” figures reflects the content of Baudelaire’s poem: the figures mirror themselves just as beauty reflects the poets and makes everything beautiful. Baudelaire’s poem is structured by the repetition of “je,” and in Broodthaers’s book, the abbreviation “Fig.” is repeated. The “Fig.” numbers seem to create a completely self-reflexive system and thus point to solipsism as another way to imagine Baudelaire’s Beauty: she hates displacement just as she hates any form of exteriority or reference to anything external to herself. This would correspond to Mel Bochner’s notion of series as solipsistic. The serial work is, as Bochner writes, “fundamentally parsimonious and systematically self-exhausting.”

And yet Broodthaers’s series is not purely solipsistic. The abbreviation “Fig.” usually points, when used in a text, to an image or, when appearing next to an image or table, to the image’s commentary in the text. The “Fig.” is a switch point between text and image. It is thus the opposite of solipsistic; it is a call to go beyond what is on the page, or at least to move to another place on the page. A parenthetical “(Fig.)”
conventionally refers to a nonparenthetical “Fig.” And yet even this apparently sealed feedback loop, in its constant shuttling back and forth, creates, despite itself, a degree of self-difference. This is why Rosalind Krauss can write that Broodthaers’s “Fig.” indicator in *Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes* “insists on the incomplete or fragmentary status of the word, its resistance to the possibility of the image’s ever being fully (self-)present.”104 The book dissolves into a system of references to itself that cannot be unraveled, simplified, or reduced to an anticompositional series.105 The dilatory effect of the figures “expose[s],” Krauss writes, “as self-delusory the romantic belief in poetry as a form of total immediacy . . . but [it] also [works] to open that immediacy to its real temporal destiny, in which the subject can never become identical with himself.”106 This is especially true of Broodthaers’s use of “Fig. 12,” which, in his system, points to time; that figure appears on the same page as his postscript and thus links his critical gesture, his location of the book’s origin in Goldman’s seminar, to temporality.

Spreading out the single line of poetry over several pages slows down reading, and the figures similarly interrupt reading by inserting a potentially meaningless system of references into the reader’s field of view.107 The figures thus mirror Baudelaire’s text in their insistence on the place of temporality in language, which cannot be the instrument for communication and self-reflection that Beauty and some artists would like it to be.

**Supplemental Figures**

The appearance of the parenthetical “(Fig.)” above the colophon and the postscript indicates that these final two passages should be considered parts of the book, despite their apparent exclusion.108 They are not part of Baudelaire’s text, and they do not seem to belong to the main scheme of repetition and mirroring. In the colophon, there appears the customary information about the edition:

The present edition consists of: thirteen signed copies, which make up the original edition, on handmade Roemerturm Alt Xanten paper, of which ten copies are numbered 1 to X and three are hors commerce and numbered A to C; three hundred copies, which

make up the first edition; and twenty-five copies, labeled S.P., which are reserved for the press.109

And on the right-hand side, the postscript, which was partially quoted above, reads as follows:

This book has its origin in Lucien Goldman’s seminar on Baudelaire, held in Brussels in the winter of 1969–1970, in which I was invited to participate as an artist.

Marcel Broodthaers110

Broodthaers has prepared his reader for this confrontation of two texts facing off across the gutter. The entire book is made up of conflicting, varying pairs: there are two versions of Baudelaire’s poem, labeled “(Fig. 1)” and “(Fig. 2)”; there are six double pages on which a double series of figures mirror each other; and here on the final page spread, there are two texts: one concerned with authenticity, the establishment of “l’édition originale,” and the signature of the author; and another concerned with the origin of the book and the identity of the “artiste,” followed with the signature-like capitalized name of the artist. Elements of these two paratexts reflect each other: origin/original, author/artist, and thematized signature/printed name.

And there is mirroring of an even more significant nature. On the verso, the book inserts itself, by means of an impersonal passive voice, into the marketplace of luxury goods that is the art market. This passive voice could even be said to be the voice of reification itself, as impersonal and dematerialized as Baudelaire’s beauty. Such a colophon is usually understood to be serious, no matter how irreverent the rest of the book is. On the recto, Broodthaers situates the book’s origin in a seminar on reification and the role of the modern writer as critic of aesthetic ideology and nineteenth-century capitalism. The voice here, marked as Broodthaers’s, is the voice of the critique of reification. There would be many other ways to formulate the opposition of these two pages: art as process of reification vs. art as negation and critique; or reification vs. Goldman, who, next to Lukács, was one of the mid-twentieth century’s best-known theorists of reification.

These tensions are exacerbated when considered in terms of the conflicts within the history of typography. The colophon and postscript
are in Helvetica, which is, like other sans serif typefaces, for Jan Tschichold and other representatives of the “new typography,” “absolutely and always better” than other typefaces.\textsuperscript{111} The final page spread stages a confrontation of Helvetica with typefaces that typographic history presented as its opposites: as the influential graphic designer Otl Aicher put it, “The enemy [of new typography] was historicism, classicism, the typography of such as Garamond, Bodoni, Didot, or Caslon.”\textsuperscript{112} There are typographic tensions between these parerga and the instances of “Fig.” on the same page, set in English; and between the final page spread and the rest of the book, set in English and Garamond.

Broodthaers labels the colophon as “(Fig. 0)” and the postscript’s statement of origin as “(Fig. 12),” the lowest and highest numbers in the book, the alpha and omega of figures.\textsuperscript{113} On the final page spread that stretches out the line “Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes,” “(Fig. 0)” and “(Fig. 12)” mirror each other. This labeling may make the tension between the two final texts function in the way Broodthaers wanted all his objects to function. Just like the objects he displays at the Cologne fair, Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes may seem to be a “contemptible commodity.” But the sentence about the origin of the work indicates that Broodthaers has the same hope here that he has for his works at the Cologne fair: “I hope that, by their structure or by the words that surround them, they contain a warning that indicates: I am here, but it’s not my fault. I hope it’s not me who says that, I hope it’s the object itself that indicates that.”\textsuperscript{114} This book is guilty, because it is a work of art whose status as a luxury good is protected and guaranteed by the colophon; and innocent, because it contains a moment of negation, “an authentic form of putting art into question, along with its circulation.”\textsuperscript{115}

Once these paratexts have been brought into focus as texts, it becomes clear that they are no mere appendices, no mere price tags and markers of authenticity, but a way for Broodthaers to focus on the aesthetic of administration (edition numbering, artist’s signature, postscript . . . ) while also distancing himself from it, as well as a way to present the conflict between reification and resistance.\textsuperscript{116}

Broodthaers’s Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes seems to effect the same kind of Duchampian depersonalization embraced by conceptual art: it is a book completely purged of the artist’s personality and presence, without a signature (except for the thirteen signed and numbered copies), and with the artist’s name mentioned only in the postscript. The book is even a quotation of a poem that, at first glance, seems to be about poets sacrificing themselves, selflessly, to beauty. But this surrender is ironized in Baudelaire, which suggests that Broodthaers, too, might be ironizing depersonalization in other ways.

Broodthaers’s name appears only in the postscript, and there he says he was invited to participate in Goldmann’s seminar “as an artist” (“comme artiste”). These are Broodthaers’s italics, and in a book that often seems to be about typefaces, these italicized letters draw attention to themselves and function like quotation marks. This literalizes Michael Oppitz’s suggestion that Broodthaers is an artist “in quotation marks.”\textsuperscript{117} The italics ironize the word “artiste,” and they seem to indicate that “artiste” is a quotation, perhaps from the actual invitation that would have denied Broodthaers any other function than that allowed him by his alienated occupation: can he not intervene as a writer, as a critic and thinker, perhaps even as a human being?

The italicized “artiste” would be legible as ironic even if Broodthaers had not bristled, in another context, at an interviewer’s question about his “role as an artist in the contemporary social situation”: “the concepts of the artist and of the analyst are not necessarily contradictory. That’s why, in today’s social situation, I certainly don’t limit myself to playing the role of the artist. You are wrong in your assumption that I completely identify with this role.”\textsuperscript{118} The italics in the postscript say as much. They serve as an explicit indication of the irony that infuses the entire work: Baudelaire’s irony but also Broodthaers’s irony, which intensifies and doubles Baudelaire’s.\textsuperscript{119}

Broodthaers writes elsewhere of his search for a “new alphabet for a new history lesson that would still have to be learned by the world.” But this search is often ironically deflated, as in this remark: “I see new horizons approaching me and the hope of another alphabet (see catalogue).”\textsuperscript{120} For Buchloh, Broodthaers’s objects are at once melancholic and utopian: melancholic because “they radically deny any material and formal anticipation and solutions that the visual–plastic discourse traditionally seems to suggest”; and utopian because even as they “negate the contemporary ideological life of objects,” they are “at the same time . . . reminiscent of their past material potential,” the “last residues” of which were, according to Buchloh, emptied out by conceptual art.\textsuperscript{121}
More than Quotation

In a repetition of the methods and tenets of a dematerialized, desubjectized art, both those of the Parnassians and those of certain 1960s and 1970s artists, Broodthaers points to the possibility of a different conception of art, one that is material and conceptual, depersonalized and yet not alienated, one in which he would not just be an artist. He does this with an artist’s book rigorously pared of any visible intervention of a human hand and free of any image, except the images made by the typeface. He uses the methods of conceptual art (serialization, depersonalization, textualization) to historicize claims made by some conceptual artists and to undermine their pretensions to escape commodification and overcome art; and to show that declarations of the “end of art” and immaterial beauty are established strategies in the “fine arts,” with an especially strong nineteenth-century tradition.122

How does this reading of Broodthaers’s book fit into the reading of quotation sketched out in the previous chapters? Quotation played a key role in conceptual art’s use of language, from Mel Bochner’s essay-works on photography and Dan Flavin to Carl André’s manipulation of quoted material in his poems. But there is something fundamentally different about quoting a literary text in toto, and especially a lyric poem. Broodthaers doesn’t embrace banal language, and doesn’t try to overcome the boundary between everyday language and the lyric; his use of the English typeface accentuates this boundary, even as it ironizes it. Quoting a literary text is also a way of mocking the pretensions of conceptual art to a nonliterary, nonartistic language. It also shows that, as Douglas Crimp writes, “the dilemma of contemporary art in the late sixties—as it attempted to... become engaged in the political struggles of its time—had its origin in the nineteenth century.”123 Crimp is writing about the Section XIXème Siècle of Broodthaers’s museum, and the Baudelaire book may be understood as a continuation of that museum department’s project of historicizing the present, of showing how the claims of conceptual art to purity and reduction had already been made in the nineteenth century. Baudelaire already criticizes the fantasy of creating a purely ideal work of art—of, for example, Kosuth’s project of “just presenting the idea of water.”124

Broodthaers quotes to revivify the ironic and critical aspects of Baudelaire’s poem. Quotation allows him to retreat from the role of author as expressive subject, even as he criticizes the necessity of such a withdrawal, and it allows him to assume the role of author as arranger of preexisting texts. He only quotes, with quotation understood as recon-textualizing, resetting in type. He thereby shows the rich material possibilities in the seemingly impoverished practice of quoting—as title, in Garamond, in English, in a variant—and the critical possibilities available to the putatively nonexpressive artist. He is not just an artist but also a typesetter who produces the luxury good that is the artist’s book, and also an “analyst” and writer.

There is, however, something else here in this luxury item, some other text indicated by the ornamentation in the English typeface, some tension indicated by the hatred of the title and by the referring away by means of the figures. These refer to an outside of the book, to the ironic subject, to a future. Broodthaers isn’t offering a new critical commentary or theoretical truth. He lets Baudelaire do that. He lets Baudelaire criticize the reification of language that occurs in conceptual art’s watering down of Duchamp, and he lets Baudelaire point to the appurtenance of fantasies of dematerialization to the repertory of time-tested strategies of literary history.

The King of Mussels

In Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes, as in his other Baudelairean projects and in his Mallarmé appropriations and redactions, Broodthaers quotes poetry and thus takes on the mantle of the poet, if only in one moment of the work. This gives extra credence to his statement that his days as a poet, an engaged poet, remain with him as an artist: “I believe that my exhibitions have depended and still depend on my memory of the era in which I took on the creative situation in its heroic and solitary form.”125 Poetry’s heroic, immodest, and solitary isolation comes from its attempts to counter the instrumentalization of language, its reduction to a tool for communication and expression.126 Broodthaers’s poetry is ironic, enigmatic, whimsical, and often deceptively simple, and it addresses many of the questions that continue to interest him as an artist.
This continuity is especially apparent in the case of Broodthaers's use of mussels as material in his visual work and his poetry. This is the entire text of the poem “The Mussel” (“La Moule”) from Broodthaers’s poetry collection Pense-Bête:

The clever thing has escaped society's mold [le moule].
It's cast itself in its own.
Others, its doubles, share the anti-sea with it.
It's perfect.127

The poem relies on the double meaning of “moule” in French: with a feminine article, it means “mussel”; and with a masculine article, it means “mold,” as in a sculptor’s mold. This play surfaces in the first line, where it is the starting point for insisting on the mussel’s possession of its own mold and thus its ability to guard its independence and difference. It uses its own mold to differentiate itself from its surroundings; the shell is its method of distinction (or her “anti-sea,” her method of opposing the sea and gaining form) that allows it to “perfect” itself in its distinction.128

It may be perfect, but it is also roularde ("clever" or rusé). So its perfection may be of a more slippery nature: not the perfection of an individualized form, but a cunning perfection that is exemplified in the undecidability of the word “moule.” "Moule" can always be given an article and thus be assigned one meaning, but it always also refers beyond this containment to its other meaning. In the 1966 text "Théorème," Broodthaers writes that "a mussel [une moule] conceals a mold [un moule] and vice versa."129 And the plural—"les moules"—allows for no distinction (unless an accompanying adjective betrays the gender) because it could refer to many mussels, many molds, or a mixture of mussels and molds. The mussels, plural, in Broodthaers's works could always also be sculptural molds, and his mussels are almost always plural mussels.130 These works and their titles speak in forked tongues: they seem to say one thing but might be saying something else.131

Broodthaers declares in the 1966 text "Ma rhétorique" that he is "King of the Mussels," and if he is taken at his word (but why should he be, given the insistence on duplicity in his use of the word "moule" and in almost all of his works, writings, and interviews?), then all his works, even his most polished and apparently elegant works, were made
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Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes
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LA BEAUTÉ

Je suis belle, ô mortels comme un rêve de pierre,
Et mon sein, où chacun s’est mêlé tour à tour,
Est fait pour inspirer au poète un amour
Éternel et mort ainsi que la matière.

Je vois dans l’œil comme un sphinx incongru;
Junon un cœur de naître à la blancheur des cygnes;
Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes,
Et jamais je ne pleure et jamais je ne ris.

Les poètes, devant mes grandes ames,
Que j’ai l’air d’embrasser aux plus fiers monuments,
Consumèrent leur jours en d’autres études;
Car j’ai, pour fasciner ces doules amants,
De purs miroirs qui sont toutes choses plus belles;
Mes yeux, mes grands yeux aux clartés éternelles!


under the sign of the mussel, a deflating sign if there ever was one. In a 1965 text, Broodthaers also discusses moulages together with the sculptures, the moulages, of George Segal, Broodthaers's “point de départ” as an artist.

A more appealing and grandiloquent appellation for Broodthaers would rely on the rhetorical term that describes the duplicity of the word “moule”: antanaclasis, the repetition of “the same word... in a different, if not in a contrary signification; as In thy youth learn some craft, that in thy old age thou mayest get thy living without craft.” Antanaclasis might be the figure that best names Broodthaers's rhetoric; it emphasizes how every word is different from itself, and it is thus an apt term for what many critics have identified as foundational principles of Broodthaers's works. “Broodthaers's visual language follows a strategy that might easily be misapprehended and which is probably assumed by its author to induce such misunderstanding,” Buchloh writes. In Broodthaers's works, Buchloh writes, “no sign seems to have the same meaning twice.”

When Broodthaers calls himself King of the Mussels, he also lays claim to the title of the King of Antanaclasis. This appellation, taken as seriously or as ironically as the tone of Broodthaers's works allows, makes possible the following radicalization of Buchloh's statement: because every sign in Broodthaers is always potentially different from itself, no sign, in Broodthaers's works, has the same meaning even once. A mussel is always also a mold, and vice versa. A sign in Broodthaers never serves to communicate one meaning, so it seems to embody a promising multiplicity. It is like the Miroir d'Époque Regency that Broodthaers displayed in his 1974 retrospective exhibition in Brussels, which Broodthaers calls the mirror of “misunderstanding [contresens].”

But Broodthaers empties out this promise's multiplicity. Haidu points out how Broodthaers treads the line between excessive dissemination and deadening mute materiality, as he relies on materials that have been emptied out and become nothing more than “frames, molds, and voids” from which nothing is to be expected: no meaning, no message, no transcendent experience. His mussels may be figures for the undermining of instrumentalized language, but they may also fail at this task and, in this failure, turn to mere ciphers. They may be examples of antanaclasis, but this rhetorical term is just a Greek name for a pun. The pun is as impoverished as mussels, coal, and eggshells. In his attempt
to outwit the instrumentalization of language, Broodthaers may render himself mute by relying on base materials and rhetoric.

Or he may, according to Haidu, wind up reducing himself to little more than a provincial artist working with regional materials: mussels are a “touristic cliche,” and coal is associated with Wallonian mines. “One sometimes feels,” Haidu writes, “standing before a Panneau de moulles or a Panneau de charbon, that these works use their own literalness—the refusal of those shells to transmute form—to consign their author to saying only one thing: ‘Belgian.’” For Haidu, Broodthaers’s use of poor, stereotypically Belgian materials indicates the risk that he may be little more than a product of his national identity. It’s worth quoting here again a passage from Haidu partially cited in the beginning of this chapter: “His materials in the mid-1960s do not start but end chains of signification. . . . It is as if Broodthaers were using the most impoverished, debased sign system he could find . . . to countenance the avant-garde ideal of an evacuation of languages, both plastic and written.” Broodthaers’s moulles thus embody a promise of multiplicity and difference, and they simultaneously signify the dead end of art, which may be nothing other than reification itself. They are at once overdetermined and reduced to a zero point.

There is a way beyond this impasse: reading Broodthaers’s art as essentially incomplete. The best image for this is the “Fig.” reference in Broodthaers, which makes everything a figure for everything else in a system that may, in the end, refer to nothing but itself as a hollow vessel for value. By means of the “Fig.,” Broodthaers insists, “objects . . . submitted to an identical numbering system . . . become interchangeable elements on the stage of a theater. Their destiny is ruined.” After he makes these claims about his use of figures, he discusses his “hope that [because of the figures] the viewer runs the risk—for a moment at least—of no longer feeling at ease.” In French, this unease appears as a disturbance of the viewer’s identity: the risk of “ne plus se trouver si bien dans le sien.”

This figural unease complements quotation’s antanaclastic effect. Just as figures point to something else, antanaclasism emphasizes words’ openness to dissemination, and quotation disturbs the expressive, intentional relation to language. The possibility that every word could be a quotation and could be quoted and thus transformed makes every word potentially antanaclastic. This might seem to be merely another way of pointing out the irony that many critics associate with Broodthaers, but it allows for the focus to be on the word or sign and avoids an interpretation of irony in which the artist maintains mastery over an ironic work whose real meaning he knows.

Baudelaire, Broodthaers, History

Could Broodthaers’s quotations be understood as another form of Situationist détournement? Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes might seem to be a détournement in the Situationist sense. Just as Debord would demand, Broodthaers’s book “restores all the subversive qualities to past critical judgments that have congealed into respectable truths.” This sentence from The Society of the Spectacle could be read as an interpretation of Broodthaers’s artist’s books and his Musée d’Art Moderne, Dernier des Aigles. Broodthaers returns to the subversive qualities of Duchamp and Baudelaire to criticize their epigones. The postface to Je bais . . . also distances Broodthaers from the status of mere artiste and thus seems to participate in Debord’s notion of culture as “no longer separated from the critique of social totality,” but instead as the “locus of the search for a lost unity,” a search that, Debord claims, requires “culture as a separate sphere . . . to negate itself” and create “a praxis embodying both an unmediated activity and a language commensurate with it.”

Despite these apparent similarities, there are key differences that separate Broodthaers and Debord. For Debord, art must overcome its isolation from everyday life and become part of a revolutionary political praxis. For Broodthaers, art’s isolation is its sole resource, the only thing that allows it to retain its capacity for critique, and, for Broodthaers, the dissolution of the distance between art and society had already taken place, not as the culmination of a revolutionary practice, but as the spectacularization of the art market. The abandonment of art’s autonomy advocated by Debord, the surrender of its compromised but still present potential for critique would be a form of acquiescence to this spectacularization. Je bais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes emphasizes that it belongs to what Debord calls, pejoratively, “culture as a separate sphere.” It is resolutely an artist’s book; it fulfills Johanna Drucker’s
definition of the medium: “an artist’s book should be a work by an artist self-conscious about book form, rather than merely a highly artistic book.”

Broodthaers fulfills this definition by his labeling of the book as a whole as “Fig A”; by working with the paratextual status of the colophon and postscript; and, as Haidu writes, by treating the page as an aesthetic unit and not just a space to be filled with a flowing text indifferent to pagination. Printed in a limited edition, relying on ornamental typefaces, inscribing itself in the continuity of nineteenth-century literature, it also approaches the status of a livre d’artiste, the putative other of the artist’s book in Drucker’s account, in its rendition of a Baudelaire poem. The use of classic literary texts was a staple of the livre d’artiste business, which, as a former book dealer, Broodthaers knew well.

Broodthaers remains on this boundary separating livre d’artiste and artist’s book, luxury item and critique of the art market, because he believes that artists have no choice: they always supply the market with luxury wares, no matter how grumpy, improvised, or critical a work may be. By adopting aspects of the livre d’artiste and by making explicit the commodity character of the artist’s book, Broodthaers makes Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes a travesty of an artist’s book. Broodthaers uses the style of the livre d’artiste to deliver a critique of art’s spectacularization, a critique that could only be carried out by returning to one of the origins of modern art and literature—Les fleurs du mal—that has served as a source for many critical treatments of modernity.

In many of Broodthaers’s works, it is Baudelaire who appears as the marker of this historical and critical aspect of language. Broodthaers refers often to Baudelaire’s “Au lecteur,” the opening poem of Les fleurs du mal, whose explicit (“—Hypocrite lecteur,—mon semblable,—mon frère!”) posits a fraternity, based on hypocrisy, between reader and author. Broodthaers’s last book of poetry, Pense-bête, ends with an invocation of “Au lecteur,” and his 1975 text “To be bien pensant... or not to be. To be blind” concludes his reflections on art as reification with these Baudelairian words that function both as an invitation to fraternal readers and a warning about the poems’ hermeticism: “All of this is quite obscure. The reader is invited to enter into this darkness to decipher a theory or to experience feelings of fraternity, those feelings that unite all men, and particularly the blind.”

Instead of clear messages, Broodthaers offers insincerity; instead of the friendship of reader and collector with writer and artist, he offers a hypocritical fraternal bond based on obscurity and blindness.

Broodthaers’s return to Baudelaire corresponds to Foucault’s description of modernity not as a revolutionary project aiming to “liberate man to his own being” but as the task of inventing oneself. Foucault reads Baudelaire as a critic of the “will to know” (which aims to reveal subjectivity’s secret) and an example of “the care of the self” (ascetic self-creation) and pays special attention to Baudelaire’s pages on the dandy, who, for Foucault, “takes himself as object of a complex and difficult elaboration.” Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes bears signs of the dandy’s disciplined elegance, perhaps most strikingly in the serial arrangement of figures, but also in the icy figure of beauty, whose critique is similarly cold in its ironic, nonexpressive distance. Even if this discipline is ironized by Baudelaire and Broodthaers, it structures the work and makes it rigorously artificial. Baudelaire’s praise of the artificial finds a response in the typefaces and artful copying of Broodthaers’s book and in Broodthaers’s critique of expression.

Broodthaers sees Baudelaire not as the bearer of a hope in a future language free from alienation, but as the source of minor, localized critical interventions, as one of the “very specific transformations” that Foucault envisages in “What is Enlightenment?” supplanting “all projects that claim to be global or radical.” Foucault laments the restriction of aesthetic creation to artworks and calls for life itself to be treated as an object of aesthetic creation, but it seems unlikely that Broodthaers would have followed this call.

In his very different account of modernity, Lukács writes that, for the proletariat, history is not the process of unveiling but “the unbroken alternation of ossification, contradiction, and movement.” Broodthaers stages this alternation in Je hais le mouvement qui déplace les lignes. He quotes a poem about immobility in a book that seems like an ossified commodity but that also seems to criticize the commodification of language. The “I” that hates movement is subjected to quotation, “cited” into motion, in the sense that Compagnon emphasizes. In Broodthaers’s works, quotation ossifies and mobilizes. History is not reserved for the proletariat but available, in modest, specific ways, to the artist.
who draws on the past to intervene in contemporary debates, who inserts his work into literary and visual traditions. This is why he ends his book with "Fig. 12," which throughout his work is associated with time. The book's negation and critique are historical, working to undo stasis and to point to a movement beyond lines, beyond a reified conception of time as linear progression.
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